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(57) Abstract: Features within an integrated-circuit
Proviαiπg an integrated-circu.it memory chip having an an~sy of memory chip enables scrambling or randomization
nonvolatile memory celis accessible page by page eac page
being a g-oup of memory cells eacn memory ceil of the grouD

of data stored in an array of nonvolatile memory
being in a columr of the array and along a row accessioie y a

common word line
cells. In one embodiment, randomization within
each page helps to control source loading errors
during sensing and floating gate to floating gate
coupling among neighboring cells. Randomization

Gene-atmς on chip a sequence of sta-tmg colunr positions so

FIG. 26 that each page tc be programmed has an associated starring from page to page helps to reduce program disturbs,
column position user read disturbs, and floating gate to floating

gate coupling that result from repeated and long
term storage of specific data patterns. In another

Staging data to be programmed into each page by starting from embodiment, randomization is implemented both
the associated starting coUmr position and wrapping around until

the page is filled within a page and between pages. The scrambling
or randomization may be predetermined, or code
generated pseudo randomization or user driven
randomization in different embodiments. These

Prog amrnng the εtageo data in parallel into each nage features are accomplished within the limited resource
and budget of the integrated-circuit memory chip.

Scrambling of data in a page by shifting the starting location
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Circuit and method for avoiding problems caused by source
loading (source voltage error). The solution is to ensure
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constant and can be compensated.
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